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Abstract
We are interested in evolution scenarios for language-based functionality. We identify diﬀerent
dimensions along which such functionality can evolve, including the following: (i) coding style; (ii)
coding details; (iii) data model; (iv) crosscutting concerns; and (v) patches. We focus at language
interpreters as examples of language-based functionality, but similar scenarios exist for type check-
ers, static analyses, program transformations, and other sorts of language-based functionality. Our
experiences are based on using rule-based programming (with Prolog) for the implementation of
language-based functionality, while evolutionary transformations of the functionality are perceived
as meta-programs.
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Introduction
Language-based tools involve some (ad-hoc) elements of a language’s intended
semantics. The amount of adopted semantics depends on the speciﬁc service
that is provided by a tool. Here are examples. An analysis tool typically
implements a so-called abstract interpretation, which rephrases the normal
semantics in terms of abstract domains of meanings. A transformation tool
supposedly resembles the intended semantics in so far that it employs alge-
braic laws as well as typing and scoping rules. A translation tool implements
1 Note: This extended abstract extracts material from these publications: “Evolution
of rule-based programs” [5] and “Evolution scenarios for rule-based implementations of
language-based functionality” [6]. The accompanying proof-of-concept implementation is
the Prolog-based Rule Evolution Kit [12] (REK).
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a syntax-to-syntax mapping, which ideally can be complemented into a com-
muting diagram with nodes for the two syntaxes and the two semantics of the
involved languages.
Type checkers and language interpreters can be seen as prototypical ex-
amples of language-based tools. Such tools implement the language semantics
rather directly. The extensibility of such semantics-oriented programs (and
the underlying formal semantics descriptions) has received ample attention
in the programming-language community. There exist highly advanced ap-
proaches to the reuse of language descriptions or components thereof, e.g.,
monad-style denotational semantics [8], action semantics [9], abstract state
machines [2], strategic programming [7], modular SOS [10], and modular at-
tribute grammars [3]. This suggests that the domain of language descriptions
is suitable for studying evolution of language-based tools in general.
In our work, we aim at a simple, pragmatic, re-engineering-like approach
to the evolution of language-based tools. We use automated transformations
in the sense of meta-programming for the operationalisation of evolution sce-
narios. We will focus here on language interpreters. We assume that language
interpreters are programmed in a rule-based language, say in Prolog. We
employ a suitably designed operator suite for evolutionary transformations.
These operators support the following activities:
• Restructuring to prepare for extensions or revisions.
• Extension to add new concerns by modular composition or weaving.
• Revisions to remove or to change inappropriate parts.
Dimensions of evolution
We are going to work through some evolution scenarios for an interpreter of
a simple expression-oriented language. Let us assume that the interpreter is
deﬁned by a Prolog predicate evaluate of the following type:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+varenv,-val).
REK supports typeful Prolog programming on the basis of proﬁles as
shown above. The sort exp corresponds to the syntactical domain of ex-
pression forms. The sort varenv models variable environments. The sort val
models the type of evaluation results, which are numbers so far. That is:
:- data exp = const(number) | var(varid) | ... . % expression forms
:- alias varid = atom. % variable identifiers
:- alias varenv = [(varid,val)] % variable environments
:- alias val = number. % evaluation results
There is one Prolog clause per expression form. We omit these rules.
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Evolution in the sense of style conversion
The type that we gave for the predicate evaluate above implies big-step
style. Some language extensions are more easily accommodated when small-
step style is chosen, e.g., exception handling or concurrency are of that kind. A
typical evolution step is then to convert an interpreter from big-step to small-
step style. We note that there are further kinds of conversion that relate to
evolution, e.g., CPS conversion.
To prepare the small-step to big-step conversion, we need to enable small
steps as far as the type of evaluate is concerned. That is, rather than re-
turning a value of sort val, we must return an expression of sort exp, which
is potentially subject to further reduction. To this end, all rules need to be
adapted such that values are injected into expressions via a dedicated func-
tor. REK provides a transformation operator othertype which does just that.
The adapted type of the predicate evaluate is this:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+varenv,-exp).
The intrinsic part of the conversion is about rule shredding. That is, we
need to take apart big-step rules such that many small-steps rules are obtained.
REK provides a dedicated transformation operator big2small.
Evolution with regard to the data model
Let us assume that we want to accommodate object-oriented constructs. It is
straightforward to extend the syntactical domain exp with expression forms
for method calls, ﬁeld access, object construction, and others. However, the
interpretation of these constructs cannot be accomplished by just adding rules
to the original predicate evaluate.
One problem is that the type of evaluation results needs to be made ﬁt
such that diﬀerent kinds of results are accommodated. In fact, in our running
example, the deﬁnition of val, as a type alias, is in the way. We need to turn
val into a proper datatype with one alternative for numbers, and another one
for object references. REK provides an operator othertype, which supports
such evolution in the data dimension. The adapted sort val looks as follows:
:- data val = num(number) % results as before
| oref(integer). % new kind of result
Clearly, the othertype operator does not just adapt the sort val, but also
the actual interpreter rules. That is, all pre-existing positions of type val
have to wrap numbers with the functor num.
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Evolution with regard to crosscutting concerns
The object-oriented language extension also requires an enhanced predicate
for expression evaluation. So far, we only pass around an environment for
variables. We need to add parameters for a virtual method table (cf. sort vmt
below), for the current object (cf. sort this), and for an object store (cf. sort
store). The original rules have to be adapted such that they participate in a
data ﬂow for these new semantic components.
Such data ﬂow or computation that aﬀects many or all existing rules is best
viewed as the implementation of a crosscutting concern in the sense of aspect-
oriented programming. (This link between aspect-oriented programming, rule-
based programming and program transformation is explored in [4].)
For comparison, here is the original type of the predicate evaluate:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+varenv,-val).
The OO-enabled predicate must be of the following type:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+varenv,+vmt,+this,+store,-val,-store).
REK provides operators for adding positions and establishing the appro-
priate data ﬂow as needed above. The operator add enhances the type of a
predicate, and it adds fresh variables to the relevant literals in the rules. The
operator thread adapts rules such that all relevant variables are uniﬁed in a
way to encode the intended data ﬂow.
Evolution in the sense of conservative extension
We are now in the position to add the rules for the object-oriented constructs.
The previous advances of the data model and data ﬂow have made it possible
to perform a truly conservative extension in the end: the rules to be added
do not aﬀect the reduction of programs that do not refer to the new con-
structs [1]. This sort of evolution is very simple because it basically means to
‘put together’ two rule sets as opposed to an invasive transformation of rules.
Evolution in the sense of point-wise restructuring
Rule-based programs can also be subjected to rather speciﬁc restructuring
transformations, where the programmer points out locations of interest. As
an illustration, we will improve one particular detail of the interpreter that we
obtained so far. That is, we are going to reduce the number of arguments of
the predicate for expression evaluation.
For comparison, the current proﬁle is this:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+varenv,+vmt,+this,+store,-val,-store).
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It seems that having three positions +varenv,+vmt,+this is somewhat out-
rageous since these positions are all concerned with environment-like informa-
tion. All this information is passed on to subcomputations.
So we aim at compound environments with the following structure:
:- alias env = (varenv,vmt,this).
The proﬁle of the predicate for evaluation is simpliﬁed as follows:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+env,+store,-val,-store).
The required grouping eﬀort is simply automated by REK’s group opera-
tor. Again, this operator does not simply change the predicate type, but the
grouping also aﬀects all relevant literals in the many rules.
The illustrated grouping transformation operates at the level of predicate
positions. One can also consider forms of restructuring that operate at other
levels, e.g., the level of functor positions or the the level of rule bodies. Folk-
lore examples of transformations at the level of rule bodies are folding and
unfolding, where unfolding means to symbolically perform predicate applica-
tion, and folding is the inverse [11]. More generally, all kinds of refactoring
transformations can be instantiated for language interpreters and other rule-
based programs.
Evolution in the sense of patching
We consider one more evolution scenario. Let us assume that we want to
enable logging of method calls. Thereby, we would obtain a simple debugging
facility for the interpreted object-oriented language. It is relatively straight-
forward to adapt the OO interpreter for this purpose. We basically need to
adapt the interpreter rule for method calls such that method calls are logged.
Rather than messing with existing rules, we can apply an evolutionary trans-
formation that records the intent of adaptation more explicitly and separately.
REK oﬀers a corresponding inject operator, which allows one to enhance the
body of a given rule by stating the additional literals.
Concluding remarks
We have sketched some evolution scenarios for language interpreters. (For a
profound presentation, we refer to [5,6].) This work contributes to the emerg-
ing ﬁeld ‘software evolution for language-based functionality’. The increasing
interest in this ﬁeld is motivated by new applications related to modelling and
meta-modelling in software development. These applications call for better
understanding of the evolution of languages (or meta-models) and language-
based functionality (or model-driven transformations).
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Our transformational approach to evolution receives input from other dis-
ciplines such as program and data reﬁnement, program synthesis, transforma-
tional program development (from speciﬁcations), data re-engineering, and
grammarware engineering. We have deployed evolutionary transformations as
a general method for restructuring, extending, shrinking and revising language-
based functionality such as interpreters.
Future work on the subject has to provide practically useful tool support
for the evolution of rule-based programs, a comprehensive analysis of basic and
composed evolution operators, and a meaningful, formal model of evolution,
with coverage of transformations that are not strictly semantics-preserving.
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